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In multiplayer, you have the ability to drop into a vehicle from spawn. From the Modern Warfare series, we love the classic run and gun of the previous games. However, the ability to drive through most map areas for traversal is also a great addition. Naturally, you will be equipped with
different weapons. The starting weapon in the campaign is the Assault Rifle, similar to an AKM. You will notice some familiar weapons to those of you who played Modern Warfare 2 as the M4, M16, and MASK are all present as well as a few others. Other weapons include the Sniper Rifle,

submachine gun, LMG, Grenade Launcher, Carbine, SMG, DMR, and Chain Gun. Intuitively, the next point to implement in this new moddable game is a skybox, or 3D model of an area. It can range from some asteroids in space to a city skyline. But how do you expect the game to be a great
simulation of a war if you dont have an environment for it to take place? Multiplayer will have a mini-campaign this time around set during WWII, and youll be able to access it immediately after being dropped onto a map and during the Meet the Team and Squad chat options. Players will
have a streamlined progression system for Multiplayer, as well as customization and progression options that are linked to their Achievements, which enables for quick acces to specific upgrades. Additionally, the multiplayer ranks have been rearranged, with new promotions allowing for
specific Operator abilities and Specialist features. Overall, and this is based on the four maps showcased during the livestream and the information revealed by the developers in regards to the timeline of the game, an estimated two to three hour single-player campaign is in the cards.
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for the modern warfare community, the package includes all post-launch content, including: call of duty: modern warfare remastered, season pass, modern warfare prestige edition, dlc add-ons and the resistance. take to the skies of vietnam as the legendary blackhawk
helicopter in the single player campaign. firing through the glass cockpit and dodging enemy fire, players will watch the war from a birds-eye-view of the war-torn country, resulting in an authentic and riveting story! set in 1943 against the bloody backdrop of world war ii, in
the air over europe, players will fight to gain dominance over this massive new theater of war, all while tasked with defending their home base. players will gain access to a wide array of new weapons and customizable equipment, while they fight on new, wide open maps

with increased verticality. victory through intimidation in a reality-bending world full of chaotic monsters, where danger never sleeps! dynamic weather and lighting effects, stunning new environments, dynamic day and night cycles, and new enemy behaviors will bring
players into the dark world of godzilla vs. kong. battle the enemy on a human-controlled island or utilize the synergy of the mortal and divine to claim the island as your own. unlike normal rockets, these projectiles explode in a spectacular display of light and sound,

completely betraying the operator’s movements to their opponents. beware not to stand directly next to one or it will blow you to pieces. the tyrannosaurus features several unique abilities that are best seen in action. its head slam functions as a lightning-fast overhead
dash, in which it rockets forward in a line, slamming its massive head into the ground in front of it. from there, it springs back to feet and continues charging forward, smashing into enemies within range. once it slams into a large monster, it will knock it back to the ground.
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